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1Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great 

cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that 

hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let 

us run with perseverance the race marked out for 

us, 2fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and 

perfecter of faith. For the joy set before him he 

endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down 

at the right hand of the throne of God. 3Consider him 

who endured such opposition from sinners, so that 

you will not grow weary and lose heart. 

Hebrews 12:1-3 (TNIV) 

02 October 2009 
Dear Family and Friends 

It has been some time since we had a formal communication update about the building project. We are now very close to 

commencement of building activities and are now fully occupied with all of the necessary planning activites that need to 

occur prior to our temporary relocation and clearing of the existing site. Let’s just recap the current project: 

• Our application for loan funding with BapLink has been approved, conditional on the final quote from the builder 

being in alignment with the original estimates – which is expected and due within the next few weeks. 

• Our architects, Sanders Turner & Ellick Architects (STEA) have been busily turning the concept plans which 

are on the noticeboard at church into complete plans, including the necessary engineering and specification. 

Some minor changes have been made to the plans which include 

o Repositioning of the kitchen, deck and Sunday School areas to accommodate improved traffic flow. 

o Elargement of the kitchen. 

o Reconfiguration of offices space. 

• Whilst some minor amendments technically need to be reapproved by Council, the plans and variations 

submitted have been approved which is great news. 

• We have sold the old church hall and the manse for a tidy (and unexpected) profit. These will be removed and 

the site cleared before the end of the year – more great news. 

• Our temporary church has been booked (details below). 

• A number of skilled and unskilled volunteers have have received training to permit them on the construction 

site. We have also been approved to receive volunteer services from the Christian Group, MMM. 

I am reminded from Hebrews 12:1-3 that we need to continue to 

run the race that God has put before us with faith and with eyes 

on Jesus. Many of you have been running the race of “property” 

for quite some time. The agreement by the church to proceed 

with the plans in June was a high-point in the marathon – we 

completed the first hill climb, but now we see that a second, 

greater hill now awaits us. There is a danger that we could lose 

heart and give in – particularly when opposition strikes. Still we 

know that Jesus has conquered every opposition and will renew 

our spirits and our bodies for the journey ahead. 

Timeline 
The timeline for commencement is fast approaching. Timelines have a habit of changing, but for now the dates are as 

follows: 

• 22 November 09 – Last church services at the current church 

• 29 November 09 – First service at temporary church - Old Sugar Research Institute Conference Facility 

 (Parklands). Also, demolition of the old building will commence after this date. 

• 1 January 2010 – Demolition completed and construction commences. 

• 31 July 2010 – Completion of construction 

Our Temporary Church Home 
Our new church home for the period from 29 November through to when the building is completed will be the old Sugar 

Research Institute conference facility (now called Parklands Mackay) which is located at 239 Nebo Road. The new venue 

is also air-conditioned! 

As the new site is slightly bigger than our current church, we will only be having a single service which will start at 9:30am. If 

we grow too big for the single service, we will need to split the services again as we do now (wouldn’t that be a blessing!). 

Key Sunday morning ministries will continue including crèche, Sunday School, KFC and fellowship after the service.  

Arrangements for possible Sunday night activities are still being negotiated. 
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This facility is very close to the new botanic gardens. Entry to the site can be gained from Nebo Road and another map 

provided lists the parking areas. 

 

 
It is important to remember that this is a hired venue – for only Sunday morning. We do not have exclusive use of the venue 

and any usage other than the booked time will incur additional cost. 
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Key Roles 
There are some key portfolios for individuals associated with the building project. These roles help us to split up the work 

and to also provide points of communication. Each of these people will be heavily involved in the project and I ask that 

you regularly lift them up with prayer and encouragement: 

Portfolio Description  People Responsible 

Ministry 

Logistics 

The coordination of all logistics surrounding ministries, particular 

associated with the relocation of ministries to the temporary church 

facility, organizing resources and coordinating facilities in order for 

current and future ministries to flourish. 

This portfolio will ensure that existing ministries requirements for 

facilities and resources continue to be met for the next 12 months and 

beyond. 

Steve Erasmus 

Max Streidl 

 

General 

Logistics 

The coordination of all logistics surrounding Sunday morning services 

during the period of relocation to ensure that the temporary facility is 

ready to use and services can proceed. This includes coordination of the 

setup up and pack-up of chairs, arrangement of tea, coffee and 

morning tea, preparations for communion and set-up assistance for 

worship. 

The officers responsible for this portfolio will coordinate with existing 

ministry leaders and arrange helpers to meet the needs of the church. 

It is not the role of these officers to be the only people responsible with 

performing these duties. 

Doug Batterham 

Ivan Ritching 

Brian Gunton 

 

Demolition The coordination of all demolition activities associated with the 

property redevelopment project, giving direction to arranged 

volunteers and subcontractors (as required) associated with the 

clearing of the existing church site in preparation for construction. The 

arrangement of any necessary licenses / approvals to perform this work 

and OHS during the demolition phase. 

Mark Ziebarth 

Volunteers 

and 

Construction 

The arrangement of all volunteer individuals and subcontractors to 

provide services during the phases of demolition and construction on 

the property redevelopment project. This includes the coordination of 

licenses, maintaining a register of volunteers, skills and subcontractors 

and coordinating when volunteers are to work on the project in 

conjunction with the builder. 

The facilitation of any activities during construction on behalf of MBC 

with the builder including timing, safety, progress and clarifications to 

requirements. 

Kel Purdue 

(Assisted by Heleen 

Mandall) 

Relocation 

Logistics 

The coordination of the relocation of all existing furniture and 

equipment either to temporary storage or to the temporary facility as 

required and the coordination of moving the Pastor and family to their 

new home. 

Max Streidl 

 

Project 

Management  

The coordination of requirements, design, planning, approvals, 

financing, purchasing, contract management, communication and 

associated logistics. 

Steven Tye 

 

 

There is a significant need for helpers during our relocation to the new site and on an ongoing basis in preparing the 

facility for services each Sunday. Please contact Max, Brian, Doug or Ivan regarding these activities. Also, if you are 

involved in a ministry and are not too sure how things will work during “transition”, then please contact Steve E. or Max. 
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Maintaining Fellowship 
It has been said before, but during our time of “transitioning” there is a real risk that relationships become slightly 

frazzled and for some people to feel “disconnected” from the church. Whilst it is certainly true that for about 7 months, 

we will not have a permanent place to call home (our temporary worship centre only being available to us for Sundays), 

we should always remember that “the church” exists without physical buildings – it is founded on Christ and his people. 

With extra commitment to love and compassion for one another, I am confident that we can ride out the next few 

months and emerge stronger than before. 

The church leadership (Elders and Diaconate) are committed to ensure that people do not fall between the cracks and 

that opportunities to serve and minister to one another and to the public are not overlooked. 

Skilled Labor 
A number of you have previously expressed an interest in providing skilled labor for this project, or have close 

relationships with businesses that could be utilized. Depending on our needs and the construction timeline – you have a 

number of opportunities to provide those services: 

• Volunteer support outside of your normal working hours (most likely weekends) – without charge. 

• Volunteer services during the normal working week and work similarly to other contractors, but without charge. 

• Volunteer services during the normal working week and work similarly to other contractors, at a reduced rate. 

• Offer to provide services for the project as a normal, full-rate contractor (note that preference would still be 

placed on price and capacity to deliver). 

If you normally derive an income from your particular skill area, the decision for how you wish to volunteer those services 

– if at all, is between yourself and God. If you work full-time, then choosing to dedicate a full week towards working on 

the church project will mean both a sacrifice of time and a week’s worth of business. Any sacrifice made will be 

appreciated, however in these challenging financial times, there is certainly no expectation that anyone should have to 

compromise their livelihood in to help this project. If you chose to so however, then I am assured from God’s Word that 

you will receive a rich blessing. 

If you would like to offer your expertise, please contact Kel Purdue or Steve Tye. 

Finances 
Any dollar received before the project commences will be one dollar that will not need to be borrowed from BapLink and 

therefore will not receive interest. Now is the best time consider your capacity to give and fulfill (or even exceed!) the 

pledges that were made earlier in the year. Donations can be made by placing your donations in marked envelopes in the 

offering, or through direct deposit to the church bank account: 

BSB: 014 640 Account No: 386467964 Marked as “Building Fund” 

Now is also the time to start considering the creative methods for raising funds for the project. Some which have been 

suggested previously include: 

Families: 

• Donate government stimulus 

• Donate tax return 

• Donate interest earned from an investment 

• Garage sales 

• Pie drive, chocolates, cakes etc 

• Kids - Donate one week’s allowance 

Businesses: 

• Business Tithing 

• Investment offsets (tax advantages) 

• Donate interest earned from investments 

• Donate a profit from a “project” or “job”. 

 

 

Also, we can significantly reduce the interest payable on our loan through investment offsets. By investing your “surplus” 

funds with BapLink, these can offset the value of the loan and reduce the interest we pay. If you have any questions on 

funding options or would like more information, please contact Steven Tye. 

Web Site 
Whilst these kind of communication updates will still be made (though hopefully not this long!), for more regular 

communication, I invite you to access the new Mackay Baptist Church web site (http://www.mackaybaptist.org.au). A link on 
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the front page will take you straight to all relevant property news and other information. This web site will become a critical 

way for the church to stay in contact with you and includes news, events, prayer points and other ministry information. 

Prayer 
Finally, I want to dedicate the final section to points of prayer and praise. I encourage you individually as well as within your 

family and home groups to continually lift up this project in prayer. Some of these points are very specific, whilst other are 

more general. Still we know that God hears our prayer and makes his will known to us through it. 

Praise 

• The sale of the manse and hall for a profit and agreement to clear these sites without cost to us. 

• For the volunteers to be involved with the removal of asbestos from the current church for minimal cost. 

• For the volunteers to be involved with the removal of electrical fittings from the current church. 

• For the volunteers to be involved with the demolition of the church. 

• For the volunteers to help coordinate the project and associated activities including relocation. 

• For the provision of a suitable (and air-conditioned!) home for the church during construction. 

• For God’s provision of a new house for Jock & Lyn, perfectly aligned with our time requirements. 

• For God’s financial blessing to the church to date. 

• For the conditional approval of our loan by BapLink. 

• For the provision of free temporary seating to use at our temporary location. 

• The verbal approval of previously requested amendments to our plans by council. 

Prayer 

• For continued wisdom and protection for the property managers and workers in planning the building and 

associated activities. 

• That the arrangements for demolition (coordinated by Mark Zeibarth) can be finalized. 

• For the speedy completion of engineering, consultation and drafting associated with the finalization of the plans. 

• For the continued provision of finances to support the project, prior to the commencement of the project and 

ongoing during construction and beyond. 

• For the sustaining of relationships during the phase of transition and that we will not feel “displaced”. 

• For the effective continuation and growth of existing and new ministries during the period of transition. 

• For the health, safety and protection of our builder, Dave Harney and his business 

• For the health, safety and protection of our architects, Steve Turner and Andrew Allen and STEA. 

• For the health, safety and protection of all volunteer workers on the project, especially those involved with 

demolition of the site. 

• For the preparation of final quotations by Dave Harney – that these will be within expectations. 

• For the final approval of the loan by BapLink. 

• That existing power supply to the building will sufficient without expensive work required from Ergon. 

• That inspections on current sewerage will reveal no or minimal cost to rectify. 

• That God will bless all givers (financial and volunteer) to the project. 

 

Prayer is more than important – it is necessary! We need more frequent updates than these to cover prayer needs for 

this project. If you would like to coordinate a ministry of prayer for this project, please let me know. 

 

Yours in Christ 

 

Steven Tye 

MBC Building Project Coordinator 

steve@tyeware.com 

0408 071 771 
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